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Docs. 1-15 focus on Drain’s removal of evidence from Dallas Police on 11/22 to 

FBI BuLab in WDC. 

2. ARRB testimonies of Sibert & O’Neill — orders from FBI Baltimore Office from 

Ed Tully to collect evidence in the case. .. .This indicates that LBJ told Hoover to 

take over the case while the new president was in AF One on way back to WDC 

from Dallas. ... 

3. M Holland footnote which states that generally phone calls from AF -! Were not 

taped unless requested..... So the Hoover/LBJ phone conversation or 

conversations took place in privacy no record made... 

4. Director to SAC, Dallas 11/25/’63 . . limb and public hairs found on blanket in 

Ruth Paine garage belonged to Oswald... .By implications this was supposed to 

tie Oswald to the K1 which allegedly was wrapped in that blanket in Paine’s 

garage. It was Maria who would make the case for the blanket holding the rifle. . . 

. The Paines, both Quakers and opposed to firearms never realized the blanket 

harbored a weapon!!!! That’s both Ruth and her husband. . (62-109060-812 Sec 

1. 

5. Handley to Rosen 11/22/’63 Notes that Agent will bring the murder weapon to 

WDC and Agent Bolz would have lab ready to examine for latent prints .. .Note 

here that Frazier and Killion who will examine the rifle and the one bullet 

retrieved from stretcher will be delivered by Agent from WFO for examination. 

6. Gemberling Report 105-82555-505 Sections 21,22, and 23 see pp. 116-189 for 

results of Lab results****** If necessary. .. 

7.***** Dulles interviews Cadigan and the FBI lab man spills the beans about the 

“very large volume of evidence..... ” that Drain brought on 11/23. That part of 

Cadigan’s testimony was initially deleted. .. .When and why restored. Check w/ 

Armstrong... or Malcolm if he remembers
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8. Evidence report from Gemberling Report cited in #6 above see p. 164 for fibers 

found in the butt of K1 these could have come from Oswald’s shirt (the one he 

was arrested in). . Also on p. 168 of G report it states that no fingerprints were 

located on the cartridge cases. So Oswald loaded the weapon with gloves on???? 

He certainly did not take time to wipe off the shells after they were ejected. How 

about the live round found in the chamber. Was this checked and was it clean of 

DFints ? eee He Eek S 

9. Hoover to LBJ 11/23/64 10:01 A.M. phone call... . Notes that the K1 was 

already in the hands of FBI evidence people at BuLab... 

10. Listing (Gemberling Report 105-82555-505 (section 21) ****** Key here is 

listing of all the evidence that Drain transported to BuLab in WDC and arrived by 

7:30 A.M on 11/23... .Needs careful review. . . ***********#*


